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Outline
•

Background of NM Drought Plan

•

Proposed Drought Plan approach (6 steps)

•

Drought Plan update p rocess
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Background of NM Drought Plan
2002

NM began process to develop a Drought Plan

2003

Drought Plan released

2006

Drought Task Force (DTF) implemented Drought Plan

2008

DTF revised the Drought Plan and made
recommendations

2013

Impact Assessment Committee of the DTF provided a
report summarizing the most recent impacts and
responses from state agencies

2018

Office of the State Engineer was directed to update the
Drought Plan to better address the State's ability to
respond to drought conditions.
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Proposed Drought Plan Approach
1) Operational Framework
2) Coordinated Drought Monitoring
3) Vulnerability Assessment - How does drought affect us?
4) Mitigation Actions - How can we prepare for the next drought?
5) Response Actions - Once drought is declared, how do we respond?
6) Drought Plan Update Process
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1. Operational framework
Proposed Drought Plan Working Group

• OSE (Molly Magnuson, Matt Nelson, …)
• NM WRRI (Sam Fernald, Bernadette Fontenelle,
Connie Maxwell, Ahmed Mashaly-DSWB, Ken
Petersen-DSWB, Bob Sabie-Maps, Adrienne DawesStudent Support)
• DHSEM (Wendy Blackwell, … )
• NMDA (Larry Dominguez, Julie Maitland, …)
• Drought Monitoring Group (Dave Dubois, ….)
• NMED
• NMEMNRD
• NMDGF
• IAD
• Other agencies and groups for occasional input
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2. Coordinated Drought Monitoring
How do we make drought indicators appropriate for NM?

Monitoring Work Group (MWG)
• Currently includes climate professionals from all levels of
government, continue group activities
• Reviews existing science-based drought indicators
• Recommends funding and research to improve monitoring
Overall system monitoring
• How do we characterize drought?
Early warning system
• What are the triggers and indicators for emergency
response?
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Drought Characterization
Comparative historical analysis

Drought monitor
reasonably
approximates dry
conditions in NM
National product
not customized for
the State of NM
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National Drought Monitor
There are many numeric inputs

• Palmer drought severity index (Drought Monitor
heavily weighted towards precipitation and soil
moisture)
• CPC Soil Moisture Model (percentiles)
• USGS Weekly Streamflow (percentiles)
• Standardized Precipitation Index
• Objective drought indicator blends

“NDMC recommends that decision makers adopt an operational definition of
drought for their own circumstances, incorporating local data such as grazing
conditions or streamflow at a nearby gauge” … NEED FOR NM DATA
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Soil moisture and precipitation alone do not
characterize drought for New Mexico

Reservoir
Storage
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Characterize regional variability
Example of comparative regional differences during drought:
• Northern NM acequias use more surface water
• Southern NM agriculture uses more ground water

Canadian basin
San Juan
basin

Lower
Colorado
basin
Rio Grande
basin

Texas Gulf
basin
Pecos
basin
Central Closed
basin
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Socorro county groundwater storage change
Groundwater storage depletion with onset of drought
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Learn from ongoing regional drought planning
Hatch and Mesilla Valleys
new
mexico

elephant butte
reservoir

texas

mexico

In collaboration with: The South Central New Mexico Stormwater Management Coalition

Doña Ana & Caballo Soil and
Water Conservation Districts

flood
flood
commission commission
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3. Vulnerability Assessment
How does drought affect us?

• Cooperate and coordinate with economic analysis group to identify
potential drought economic impacts
• Identify impacts by sectors:
•
•
•
•
•

DHSEM (security and emergency response,…)
NMDA (farming and ranching,…)
NMED (water quality, community water supplies,…)
NMEMNRD (fire, forestry,…)
NMDGF (fisheries, wildlife)

• Methodology to assess vulnerability of public water supply system
• Urban municipalities and rural communities
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4. Mitigation Actions
How can we prepare ourselves for the next drought?

• Comparison between NM Drought Plan and other
southwestern states
• Summarize available and creative approaches
• Explore the body of knowledge and steps required to
understand how drought affects water resources
• Develop an approach to evaluate the extent of drought
prior to declaration of drought
• Discuss approaches to include stakeholder input
• (Analysis of potential legislation with pros and cons –
for discussion)
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Comparison of Drought Plans from other Southwestern States
Note: example of comparisons that will be explored in more detail

State – Lead agency Drought plan primary function ‐ characterized by

Example highlights ‐ learning

Year Plan
begun

from other states

AZ –
2004

CA –
2010

CO –
2013

NM –
2006

TX –
2005

UT –
1993

quick scan of drought plan
Dept. of
Water
Resources

Operational plan provides guidelines for stages of
Communicates drought status
drought and expected responses for State government, information and updates through
communities, and individuals potential
website on a weekly, monthly, and
quarterly basis
Dept. of
Plan used to issue Drought Proclamations and Executive Drought Response Workshops and
Water
Orders; Drought Contingency Plan identifies regional
Planning
Resources
approach to address drought, action levels, and agency
responses
Water
Three components of the plan: mitigation, response,
Emphasized outreach efforts was
Conservation and vulnerability assessment
important in coordination among
Board
agencies

Office of State Primarily communication document; established DTF to
Engineer
address specific sectors impacted by drought; created
six Work Groups
Water
State Drought Preparedness Plan consists of a Council,
Development Operations, Organization and Assignment of
Board
Responsibilities; outlines both long‐term and short‐term
measures
Division of
Water
Resources

Monitoring Work Group

Plan designed to be proactive,
emergency management process
w/ 4 parts: mitigation,
preparedness, response, recovery

Plan includes assessment system, response system, and Governor appoints State Drought
a centralized point of coordination and control (State
Coordinator
Drought Coordinator)
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Communication vs response document

•

The current NM Drought Plan is primarily a
drought communication document.

•

Should the updated Drought Plan to be more
of a “delineates the state’s response”
document?
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5. Response Actions
Once drought is declared, how do we respond?

• Develop incremental drought response actions based on
established drought status triggers (going into and coming out of
a drought)
• Identify who makes the decisions
• Identify potential actions that can be implemented at the
state level to enhance coordination of various state, local,
and federal agencies and restrict/manage water use in ways
consistent with state law
• Develop standard for a drought declaration
• Different standards for different agencies; purposes- USDA,
FEMA, NMDHSEM, NM Governor, etc.
• Develop an organizational structure for state-level
emergency funding decisions
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5. Response Actions (continued)
• Facilitate necessary communications
• Community workshops
• Public meetings
• Conference calls
• Public outreach
• Characterize early warning systems
• Establish a statewide drought coordinator as a central point of
contact?
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6. Drought Plan Update Process
Before December 31, 2018
• Follow drought plan approach
• Explore important questions with working group
 Response to emergency drought problems
 What actions are triggered?

• Report back to DTF

2019
• Complete Drought Plan Update
• Present Drought Plan Update to DTF
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Questions?
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